The geodesics equations for a rotating observer in a spinning string geometry are investigated using the Euler -Lagrange equations. For test particles with vanishing angular momentum, the radial equation of motion does not depend on the angular velocity ω but on the angular momentum of the string. A massless particle moves tachyonic but ita speed tends asymptotically to unit velocity after a time of the order of few Planck times b. The spacetime has a horizon at r = 0, irrespective of the value of ω, but its angular velocity is given by ω − 1/b. The Sagnac time delay is computed proving to depend both on ω and the radius of the circular orbit. The velocity of an ingoing massive test particle approches zero very close to the spinning string, as if it were rejected by it.
INTRODUCTION
Spacetimes with cylindrical symmetry have been extensively studied because of both mathematical simplicity and its physical relevance [1] [2] . Such kinds of spacetimes are given by cosmic strings [3] (thin tube of false vacuum) which affects the spacetime mainly topologically, giving a deficit angle around the string [4] [5] [6] due to the linear mass density. When the intrinsic angular momentum of the string is nonvanishing, the "spinning line source" geometry is a good opportunity through which the Planck length might be introduced into physics [7] (the basic concept of quantum mechanics and gravitation are put together). A good analogy with the Aharonov -Bohm effect [8] is obtained in the case the spinning string has vanishing mass per unit length. Herrera and Santos [9] derived the general form of the geodesic equations for a stationary metric with cylindrical symmetry (a solution of Einstein's equations in vacuum). However, the geometry is flat locally when g rr and g zz are unity, with r and z the obvious cylindrical coordinates. One means the solution of Einstein's equations can be obtained by a coordinate transformation from the Minkowski geometry. We are specially interested in the parameter related to the angular momentum of the line source, which is associated to a topological frame dragging phenomenon. We investigated in this paper the geodesics of a massless spinning string showing that it can be localized through rotation. In addition, the horizon's location and the surface gravity κ do not depend on the angular velocity ω (κ is imaginary). We found the general solution for (timelike or null) geodesic test particles with energy E per unit mass and angular momentum L per unit mass. When the Planck length b is neglected, the metric corresponds to that of a rotating observer in Minkowski coordinates, known from the special relativity. Since the potential V(r) from the equation of motion has no extrema, there are no circular geodesics. Throughout the paper the conventions c = G = = 1 are used.
THE ROTATING OBSERVER GEOMETRY
Let us consider the Minkowski spacetime in cylindrical (t', r', z', φ') coordinates
A coordinate transformation [6] 
changes the geometry (2.1) into
where b will be taken of the order of Planck's length. It gives details about the angular momentum of the stationary source. Being locally flat [6] , (2.3) is a solution of Einstein's equations in vacuum. The nontrivial geometry has closed timelike curves (CTC) when b = 0. In addition, the new time variablet jumps by 2πb when the string is circumvented [6] due to the identification ofφ = 0 andφ = 2π. With the 2-nd coordinate transformation
the flat metric (2.1) becomes
where ω = const. (we take x 0 = t, x 1 = r, x 2 = z, x 3 = φ). In the case b = 0, the line element (2.5) is nothing else but the frame of reference corresponding to a uniformly rotating disk [10] [11] in Minkowski space. It is a well known fact that, even though g tt is vanishing at r = 1/ω, the uniformly rotating observer has no an event horizon because of the nondiagonal form of the metric (the surface r = 1/ω is known as the "light cylinder" and it is not a one way membrane as in the case of the Schwarzschild black hole or the uniformly accelerated (Rindler) frame). However, the situation is different with nonvanishing b.
HORIZON AND SURFACE GRAVITY
We find now the location of the rotating observer's Killing horizon (null surface) where the modulus of the timelike Killing vector is vanishing. Keeping in mind that g tφ = 0, we have to apply the formula [12] 
for to obtain horizon's position. By using the expressions for the metric coefficients from (2.5), eq. (3.1) yields r H = 0, irrespective of the value of ω. The region with g φφ ≡ r 2 − b 2 ≤ 0, or r ≤ b is "the time machine" region [12] . We see that the horizon is inside that region. Its boundary r = b is "the velocity of light surface". As Cvetic et al. have noticed, "timelike curves may cross into the time machine and emerge from it, possibly earlier than when they entered". The expression for the surface gravity κ of the horizon is given by
where [12] 
The angular velocity Ω H of the horizon (with respect to a nonrotating observer at infinity) is
When (3.4) is introduced in the eq. (3.3), one obtains
Hence, Λ is imaginary. Therefore, from (3.2) we have
κ is imaginary, too. It means an imaginary horizon temperature T = κ/2π is obtained. In other words, 2π/|κ| is the period in real time [12] . That is consistent with the fact that the spacetime is nonsingular on the horizon.
THE SAGNAC EFFECT
Let us study now the Sagnac effect in the spacetime (2.5), using two counterpropagating light beams. We assume the source of light is at rest in the rotating system, at r = r 0 = const., z = const.. With ds 2 = 0 in (2.5), we have for the angular velocity dφ/dt relative to the asymptotically rest frame [13] 
The two roots are given by
The eqs. (4.2) may be expressed as
and
Solving for t + and t − , we obtain for the Sagnac time delay
or, in terms of the proper time
We conclude that the time delay depends upon the sense of rotation given by the sign of ω. In addition, ∆τ becomes infinite when r = 1/ω − b, namely, on the light cylinder.
GEODESICS
Let us find the equations governing the geodesics in the spacetime (2.5). Instead of using the standard equations for geodesics
1 For the angular velocity of the local nonrotating observer [13] one obtains Ω ≡ (1/2)(
where λ is an affine parameter along the geodesic (proper time τ for timelike geodesic), we start with the Lagrangean [9]
For the metric (2.5), we have
where the overdot means differentiation with respect to λ. .2), we obtain the corresponding canonic momenta
where the constants E and L are the energy of the test particle and its angular momentum about the z-axis, divided by its mass. The last equations givė
The line element (2.5) yields Keeping in mind that the potential V (r) =L 2 /r 2 has no extrema, there are no circular geodesics. The solution of (5.9) is given bẏ
(5.10) whereǭ 2 = 1 − (ǫ/Ē 2 ) and k =L/Ē. The ± signs stand for the outgoing and ingoing geodesics, respectively. From (5.10) it is clear that we must have r ≥L/ √Ē 2 − ǫ andĒ > 1. The valuē L/ √Ē 2 − ǫ corresponds to the extremum of the trajectory which is obtained fromṙ = 0. An integration of (5.10) leads to
with a = k/ǭ and r(0) = a. We note that the curves r(t) depend on four parameters : E and L, related to the test particle; b and ω, which enters the metric coefficients. We are now interested in a few special cases of geodesics.
4.1)
Outgoing radial timelike geodesics That means to take ǫ = 1, L = 0 and dr/dt > 0 in (5.10). Hence,ǭ = √ E 2 − 1/E ≡ p/E and k = b, where p is the momentum of the test particle per unit mass. Therefore, a = b/ǭ = bE/p and r ≥ a > b. Eq.(5.11) gives in this case
with t(a) = 0 and
Fromṙ = 0, we obtain r min = a. When t ∈ [0, ∞), we have r ∈ [a, ∞). r(t) tends asymptotically to the straight line
where v = p/E is the initial velocity of the particle. In other words, r(t) increases monotonically with dr/dt = 0 at t = 0, becoming the "classical" straight line for r >> a. 
and, respectively
When t varies from zero to t(a) = a ρ 2 − a 2 − b 2 arctan( ρ 2 − a 2 /a) > 0, for any ρ > a, r(t) decreases monotonically, with a ≤ r ≤ ρ. We have an extremum r min = a when dr/dt = 0. Hence, the test particle starts with the velocity −bρ ρ 2 − a 2 /a(ρ 2 − b 2 ) when r = ρ but very close to r = a (near the spinning string) the velocity approaches zero, as if the source rejected the particle.
4.3) Outgoing null radial geodesics
The parameters are now ǫ = 0, L = 0, dr/dt > 0. Let us take r = d > b at t = 0.The equation of motion is now
The null particle starts from r = d with the speed d/ √ d 2 − b 2 > 1 and then the monotonic curve r(t) approaches
asymptotically. It means the particle acquires a tachyonic motion but only for a very short time, provided d >> b (far from the Planck world, i.e.,far from the source).
4.4) Ingoing null radial geodesics
We take now ǫ = 0, L = 0, but dr/dt < 0. Using the same boundary condition, the curves r(t) are obtained from
≥ t ≥ 0. For the velocity dr/dt, we have
The null particle begins to move with the velocity −d/ √ d 2 − b 2 < −1 and approaches r = b with an infinite velocity (we remind that r = b is the limit of the time machine region). When d >> b, the particle reaches r = b after
Practically, the trajectory deviates from the "classical" (b=0) trajectory case only near the time machine limit.
As far as the angular trajectory φ(t) is concerned, the eqs. (5.7) gives, in the case L=0φ which is just Ω, the arithmetic average between Ω + and Ω − .
CONCLUSIONS
Several properties of an uniformly rotating observer in the spacetime of a spinning string are investigated in this paper. We found that, because of the angular momentum of the string, the spacetime has a horizon at r=0 which does not depend upon ω. In contrast, the horizon's angular velocity Ω H is given by Ω = ω − 1/b which could vanish when ω reaches its Planck value. As far as the horizon surface gravity κ is concerned, it is imaginary, due to the fact that the horizon is located inside the time machine region. Timelike and null geodesics were studied, paying special attention to the radial component of the particle's trajectory. The shape of the curves r(t) depends on the independent parameters entering the equation of motion : E, L, b and ω. It is interesting to note that r(t) does not depend on ω when L=0. However, the particle acquires angular momentum bE as a consequence of the intrinsic spin of the source.
